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COMMAND SCHOOL ADDRESSES THE NEED FOR ACTIVE DEFENSE IN ALL CORPORATE SECURITY PLANS - New Three-Day Seminar For Corporate Security Managers Launched.
Command School bridges that final most crucial gap in corporate security which is the ability to mount an active
defense to eliminate lethal threats at their inception.
Chicago, IL, September 3, 2019: Distributed Security, Inc. (DSI) announced today the launch of Command
School, a three-day seminar designed for private enterprise CEOs and senior security managers who are
concerned about the defense of their enterprise from violent threat. The thirty-hour Command School seminar
instructs participants on:
1. How to assess your enterprise vulnerability and establish an active defense.
2. How to recruit, train, and operate a private security force capable of mounting an active defense.
3. How to build-out a distributed security network capable of defending your immediate community.
Mike Smock CEO and co-presenter of the Command School seminar said:
“In the recent past, corporate security managers did not have to worry about lethal threats to enterprise employees. Active shooters and terrorists were basically unheard of during the twentieth century,. But, with a dramatic
increase in active shooters, workplace violence, and an unforeseen mainstreaming of socialistic looting of private
enterprise, historical data is no longer a reliable indicator of future events.”
An active defense is the ability to mount an effective, rapid response, eliminating lethal threats at point of inception. By ignoring this foundational security requirement, enterprises fail to protect their most valuable asset; their
employees
Command School bridges that final, most crucial gap in corporate security, and teaches corporate security
managers and CEOs how to plan, prepare, train, and mount an active defense. Included in the cost of the $3,995
seminar are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

30 Hours. Thirty-hours over three days of small group lecture and discussion.
Presentation Binder. 500+ pages printed take-aways in presentation binder.
Courseware. 17 LMS (Learning Management Software) online modules.
Smartsheets. Smartsheet interactive stand-up plan.
Lifetime Membership. Lifetime membership to the DSI on-line Defense Academy.
Private Training Group. Custom online Private Training Group for your enterprise.
Certificate Of Completion. Lucite block completion certificate.
Team Dinner. Thursday evening. Real restaurant. Great food. Unwind.

The next Command School is October 16-18 at the Detroit Marriott at the Renaissance Center. Click the link
below for a detailed seminar syllabus and to register for your seat. The seminar is limited to twelve participants.
Command School link: https://distributedsecurity.com/offerings/command-school.html
Distributed Security, Inc. is a private security firm. They are the creators of distributed security networks that
enable enterprises to develop private defense bases and operate private security forces capable of defending
immediate community assets.

